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Bryan R. Snyder, DPM, FACFAOM
Heather S. Snyder, DPM, FACFAOM

1410 Incarnation Drive  Suite 202
Charlottesville, VA 22901

(434) 979-0728
Fax (434) 979-0730


Empowering patients.  Healing pain.   Enriching lives.
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	Proudly serving Charlottesville and the surrounding communities since 1999.
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	What's New!

***11/28/2023 - UPDATE***

Following the car accident that impacted our building...a temporary door has been installed at the NORTH ENTRANCE.  All glass has been removed and the door is solid which limits visibility.  Also the doorway is narrower (standard residential door width) with a 1" high threshold.  Please use extreme caution when entering and exiting our building.  Patients who are wheelchair bound and/ or are visually impaired should contact Alisha ASAP prior to your appointment.   
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	Our practice specializes in the conservative care of disorders of the foot and ankle.

	hammertoes and bunions 
	diabetic foot and wound care 
	ingrown and fungal toenails 
	corns and calluses 
	arthritis and joint pain 
	sports medicine (strains and sprains) 
	dance medicine (injuries and pointe evaluations)
	heel and arch pain 
	custom orthotics 
	plantar warts and other benign skin conditions


Our board-certified physicians are trained to provide quality podiatric care for the entire family - children, students, athletes, dancers, diabetics, and seniors.  




X-ray services are available on site.



We are currently accepting new patients.  Urgent care, second-opinions, and physican-referred patients are always welcome.    (See our "About Our Practice" page for office hours.)  



Call (434) 979-0728 for arrangements or more information.











	
Here's a sample of some of the questions our doctors answer everyday...

	
What's this lump on my foot?


	
Is this a bunion or a hammertoe?


	
Do I need surgery?


	
When can my daughter start pointe training?


	
I need new shoes.  What should I buy? 


	
Do I need orthotics?  


	
Why does my heel hurt when I get out of bed in the morning?


	
Why are my feet or toes burning?


	
How can I strengthen my weak arches and ankles?


	
How can I get rid of this corn or callus?


	
Is this a wart?


	
Can I cure toenail fungus?


	
How can I get rid of this ingrown toenail for good?



	
Is it broken?
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